PCI DSS Compliance
Quick Reference

PCI DSS basics
Created in 2006 by the Payment Card Industry
It combined security policies into a Data Security Standard
It is intended to help protect against fraud

To comply you must
protect cardholder data
Only allow access to data on a need-to-know basis
When no longer needed data must be securely destroyed

Summary objectives
1. Build and maintain a secure network and systems
2. Protect cardholder data
3. Maintain a vulnerability management program
4. Implement strong access control measures
5. Regularly monitor and test networks
6. Maintain an information security policy

For more information see the Cash & Banking chapter of the current Financial Procedures

Key Contacts
PCI Compliance Officer  UFS_CM@admin.cam.ac.uk
eSales                   01223 3(65004)
Finance Division        01223 3(38888)

For queries regarding this leaflet contact Finance Training on 01223 7(66311)